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People in DC

Denis Cortese, Foundation Professor and Director, ASU Health Care Delivery and Policy Program

Steve Crane, Director of Washington Operations, ASU Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communications

Len Downie, Jr., Weil Family Professor of Journalism, ASU Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communication

Ray DuBois, Executive Director, ASU Biodesign Institute

Benjamin Freakley, Lieutenant General (Ret.), Special Advisor to the President for Leadership Initiatives

Lee Hartwell, Chief Scientist, Center for Sustainable Health, ASU Biodesign Institute

Jonathan Koppell, Dean, ASU College of Public Programs

Sethuraman “Panch” Panchanathan, Senior Vice President for Knowledge Enterprise Development

Michael Polt, Senior Director, McCain Institute for International Leadership

Rafael Rangel Sostmann, Director, Consortium for Science, Policy and Outcomes

Dan Sarewitz, Director, McCain Institute for International Leadership

Mariko Silver, Senior Advisor to the President

Kurt Volker, Executive Director, McCain Institute for International Leadership
ASU Idea Units

Office of Knowledge Enterprise Development
The McCain Institute for International Leadership
Cronkite News Service in Washington
Consortium for Science, Policy and Outcomes
Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law Legal Externship Program
College of Public Programs
Capital Scholars Program, School of Politics and Global Studies
2012 Events in DC

Special Forums

The Decisive Vote: How Latinos Voted and What it Means for Public Policy
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/USPolicyan
2012 Events in DC

Who Should Govern the Internet?
http://www.newamerica.net/events/2012/who_should_govern_the_internet

Arms Race vs. Relay Race? What Does Innovation Hold for China?
http://newamerica.net/events/2012/arms_race_relay_race_china_innovation

It’s Science and Tech Policy, Stupid.
http://newamerica.net/events/2012/its_science_and_tech_policy

Getting Schooled by a Third Grader.
http://newamerica.net/events/2012/getting_schooled_by_a_third_grader

Twilight of the Elites, America After Meritocracy
http://newamerica.net/events/2012/twilight_of_the_elites

How to Save America’s Knowledge Enterprise
http://newamerica.net/events/2012/america_s_knowledge_enterprise
2012 Events in DC

Self-Critical Public Science: How to Integrate Creativity and Responsibility  
http://www.cspocv.org/dc/tools/apr-26/

Bytes and Bodies: Social Media and Political Change  
http://www.cspocv.org/dc/tools/mar-27/

Competition within Government-sponsored R&D: 
An Effective Tool for Innovation or a Recipe for Waste and Duplication  
http://www.cspocv.org/dc/tools/feb-7/

The Challenge of Path Dependency and the Need for Anticipatory Governance  
http://www.cspocv.org/dc/tools/oct-7/
Facilities in DC

ASU Washington Center

Resource and venue for facilitating interaction between policymakers, thought leaders and ASU community members

Home to academic and policy programs like CSPO and the Cronkite News Service in Washington

Includes classroom, office, meeting and event space

Located near DuPont Circle
Facilities in DC
Facilities in DC

McCain Institute for International Leadership

Council on Foreign Relations building, near the White House

Decision Theater

McCain Debate and Decision Series

Washington Policy Design Studio

Sedona Forum
Facilities in DC

McCain Institute for International Leadership
Relationships in DC

Arizona Congressional Delegation

New America Foundation

*Slate* Magazine

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

National Associations and Organizations
ASU Federal Relations coordinates university-wide federal priorities and serves as the primary contact for Arizona’s Congressional delegation.
Relationships in DC

With an emphasis on big ideas, impartial analysis and pragmatic solutions, New America Foundation invests in outstanding individuals whose ability to communicate to wide and influential audiences can change the country’s policy discourse in critical areas, bringing promising new ideas and debates to fore.
Relationships in DC

New America Foundation Programs

Center for Social Cohesion: A joint project of ASU, Zócalo Public Square and New America Foundation studying the forces that shape our sense of social unity

Education Policy Program: Preparing U.S. students for the 21st Century

Energy Policy Initiative: Pragmatic solutions for powering America

Future Tense: A strategic partnership between ASU, New America Foundation and Slate magazine to explore emerging technologies and their transformative effects on society and public policy

Health Policy Program: Working for fair, affordable universal coverage

Media Policy Initiative: Exploring the future of journalism and communities’ information needs

Open Technology Institute: Supporting open architecture and open source innovations

Resilient Systems: Aims to clarify the dangers posed by instabilities of key systems

Smart Congress: Exploring how to re-engineer the ways expert information flows into the legislature

Smart Strategy Initiative: Forging a prosperous, secure and sustainable future

Wireless Future Project: Unlocking the full potential of the wireless era
Relationships in DC

*Slate* Magazine
Technology in DC

ASUtv

Decision Theater

Videoconferencing
Policy Agenda

Higher Education Federal Policy

New American University model
Higher Education “Race to the Top”
Higher Education Alliance
Dream Act
Financial Aid